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A detection algorithm for distributed cycles of garbageFabrice Le Fessant, Ian Piumarta, Marc ShapiroINRIA, Project SOR,B.P. 105, 78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, Franceflefessan, piumarta, shapirog@sor.inria.frAugust 11, 1997AbstractWe present an algorithm that detects cycles ofgarbage in reference-based distributed systems. Itis derived from Hughes' algorithm, in a simpli�edform that makes far fewer assumptions about thesystem. A local garbage collector marks incomingand outgoing references with timestamps that arepropagated asynchronously between spaces. A cen-tral site computes the minimum reachable times-tamp, allowing stale references to be identi�edand deleted. The coexistence of non-participatingspaces, and spaces participating in collections con-trolled by more than one central site, is allowed.IntroductionRemote references are often represented by \proxy"objects that transparently implement remote pro-cedure calls. A reference to a remote object pointsto a stub which has the same interface as the re-mote object. The stub forwards procedure calls toa corresponding scion (or \server stub") that in-vokes the procedure directly on the target object.Stubs and scions are well adapted to the sup-port of distributed garbage collection [3]. Eachspace might contain a local garbage collector thattreats scions as local roots. Periodically exchang-ing reachability information between spaces allowsscions with no corresponding stubs to be reclaimed.The number of scions referencing an object there-fore approximates a distributed reference count forthe object. As with any collector based on refer-

ence counting, this is not su�cient to identify andreclaim cyclic garbage.The next section presents our extension to theabove scheme that detects cycles of garbage andallows them to be reclaimed. Section 2 explainshow we have incorporated the algorithm into anexisting reference-based distributed object system.Section 3 discusses the relationship of this schemewith Hughes' algorithm [1]. Finally, section 4 o�erssome conclusions about our approach.1 Cyclic garbage detectionOur algorithm is based on timestamp propagation,as proposed by Hughes [1]. We therefore supposethe existence of a distributed clock in the system|for example, our implementation uses a Lamportlogical \clock" [2] to order events within the dis-tributed syste. Each space can thus use its localclock to determine the \current" time. We also as-sume some mechanism (such as a local garbage col-lector) that is able to identify stubs that are reach-able from a given set of roots, to mark these stubswith a timestamp, and to do this in several passesusing a di�erent root set and timestamp in eachpass.We consider stubs and scions as belonging to chainsof remote references. The problem is therefore toidentify chains that are not locally rooted in anyspace through which they pass. We also assumethat each stub references a single \matching" re-mote scion, and that each scion is referred to froma single \matching" stub. When referring to stubs1



and scions in the description below we will oftenrefer to the \matching" space|this is the \down-stream" space containing the scion (that matchesa local stub) or an \upstream" stpace containins astub (that matches a local scion).As the spaces continue to trace, mark and propa-gate dates, stubs and scions that are part of chainswill receive increasing timestamps|either directlyfrom local roots, or indirectly via the scions fromwhich they are reachable. Only chains that haveno local roots in any space (and which are there-fore cyclic garbage) will eventually stabilise at aconstant date.To recognise these chains we compute a time, calledglobalmin. Stubs and scions with timestamps be-fore this date belong to chains that are not locallyrooted in any space. This computation is made bythe central site, and is the minimum of localmindates, calculated and sent to it by each space afterperforming a \cyclic GC trace".1.1 Data structuresFigure 1 shows the structures and messages usedby our algorithm.
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minredo = 32Figure 1: Structures and messages used bythe cyclic garabage detection algorithm.Stubs are extended with a timestamp which we call

stubdate. This is the time of the most recent trace(possibly on a remote site) during which the stub'schain was found to be rooted. Stubs have a secondtimestamp, called olddate, which is the maximalvalue of stubdate for previous traces.Scions are extended with a timestamp which we callsciondate. This is a copy of the most recently prop-agated stubdate from the scion's matching stub|i.e. the time of the most recent remote trace duringwhich the scion's chain was found to be rooted.The stubdates from a space are propagated to thematching in the matching space by sending a prop-agate message.propagate messages are stamped with the time ofthe trace that generated them. Each site has avector, called cyclicthreshold, which contains thetimestamp of the last propagate message receivedfrom each remote space. The cyclicthreshold valuefor a remote space is periodically propagated backto that space by sending it a threshold message.Each site calculates a time which we call localmin.This is sent to a central site, where the minimumlocalmin of all spaces is maintained in a variablewhich we call call globalmin.Finally, each site has a table which we call pro-tected. This table contains triples of the formtime� space� olddaterecording the minimum olddate for each matchingspace at a particular time in the past.11.2 The algorithmWe can now formulate the problem as calculatingthe correct value for globalmin: Any stubs or scionsmarked with a stubdate or sciondate (respectively)earlier than this are part of a chain that is notrooted in any space|a distributed cycle of garbage.The algorithm proceeds as follows.Each space traces from its local roots, marking ac-cessible stubs with the current time. The spacethen traces from any incoming scions: accessible1The values in the table will be shown in italics to dis-tinguish them from the values of the same name attached tostubs and scions.2



stubs are marked with the largest sciondate fromwhich they are reachable.After the above tracing phase, any stubs for whichstubdate6=olddate are considered to be rooted. Foreach such stub we compare the stub's olddate withthe corresponding entry in the protected table; i.e.the entry having the current time and the stub'smatching space. If the stub's olddate is lower thanthe olddate in the table (or if there is no corre-sponding entry in the table) then value in the tableis updated (or created).The space can now calculate a new value for lo-calmin. The updated protected table contains theminimum safe value of localmin for each match-ing space for any given time. The minimum of allthese olddates is therefore the only safe value forlocalmin, and so this becomes the new value of lo-calmin that is sent to the central site.After sending localmin to the central site, andawaiting an acknowledgement, the space can prop-agate the new stubdates to any matching space. Apropagate message is sent to each matching space,containing the new dates for each matching scionin that space. For each stub, the dates placed inthe propagate message is as the maximum of thestub's stubdate and olddates for each stub (whichpermits propagatemessage loss). When the remotespace receives this message it updates the match-ing scions' sciondates with the dates from the cor-responding scions in the message.Finally the space sends a thresholdmessage to eachmatching space, containing the timestamp of thelast propagate message received from that space.The purpose of this message will be explained be-low.The protected table must be pruned periodically,otherwise the localmin for a space would never in-crease and cyclic garbage would never be detected.We prune the table whenever we receive a thresh-old message. Since this message is only sent af-ter performing a trace, it indicates that the send-ing space has �nished tracing from incoming scionsand has sent its new localmin to the central site.We can therefore remove any entries in the localprotected table that were previously responsiblefor protecting these remote scions, since the send-ing space will now be protecting them if necessary.

These entries are identi�ed as having a space equalto the sender of the threshold message, and a timethat is smaller than the timestamp contained in thethreshold message.21.3 Coping with mutator activityThere is one remaining problem: we must accountfor cycles in which mutator activity prevents a lo-cal root from ever being seen by a trace, becauseof spaces rapidly exchanging references, and delet-ing local roots, between traces. To address thisproblem we keep a set of \oating" entries in theprotected table (these times are shown as \ " inFigure 1). Whenever a stub is used as an argumentin an RPC its olddate is compared to the olddateof the oating entry for the destination space; if thestub's olddate is smaller then the oating olddateis replaced. When the space decides to perform atrace, the oating entries are �rst \�xed" at thecurrent time|thereby protecting any scions thathave been created in remote spaces due to recentmutator activity, regardless of whether the corre-sponding stubs are identi�ed as rooted during theensuing local trace.1.4 Non-participating spacesScions are created due to references appearing in anincoming RPC message. Each time a scion is cre-ated its sciondate is set to a special value, whichwe call UNKNOWN , that always represents the cur-rent time. The sciondate for references sent to non-participating spaces are therefore always consideredequal to the current time, and are therefore alwaysconsidered rooted. A participating space will even-tually send a propagate message to the local space,updating any sciondates equal to UNKNOWN withthe correct value.This mechanism allows spaces to alternate safelybetween \participating" and \non-participating",without risk of their scions being incorrectly iden-ti�ed as garbage.2Recall that this is the timestamp of the last propa-gate message that we sent to the threshold message's senderspace.3



1.5 Fault toleranceThe above algorithm is tolerant to message loss.Since the protected set is only pruned when athreshold message is received from a remote space,and since the threshold message contains the dateof the last propagate sent to the remote space, los-ing either of these messages will simply postponethe removal of the associated entries in the pro-tected set. It is also tolerant to spaces that crash|they simply cease to participate in the distributedcyclic detection algorithm.2 ImplementationOur algorithm has been incorporated into an im-plementation of the SSP Chains system [5] writtenin Objective CAML. The implementation contains1300 lines of code, of which 200 are associated withthe cyclic GC algorithm. The tracing phase of ouralgorithm was implemented by making minor mod-i�cations to the existing CAML garbage collector.SSP Chains include a cleanup protocol that im-plements an acyclic distributed garbage collectionalgorithm. This works in parallel with our cyclicdetection algorithm, and scions matching non-participating spaces (for example) will continue bereclaimed normally by this protocol. Once cyclicgarbage has been detected by our algorithm, weneed only break a link in the chain for the exist-ing SSP cleanup protocol to reclaim the cycle ofgarbage.Out-of-order delivery is also tolerated in the SSPCimplementation by selectively imposing sequencedreception of messages. SSP Chains already ad-dress various race conditions by time-stamping eachRPC message and keeping threshold tables to de-cide when a stale message must be dropped. Thismechanism is used directly by the cyclic detectionalgorithm to periodically impose an ordering onmessage reception. This is done by copying theRPC timestamp of the last propagate message re-ceived from each space into the SSPC thresholdtable entry for that space.Dropping messages in this manner is tolerable fortwo reasons. Firstly this ordering is only imposed

at the time that a space decides to perform a cyclictrace. Only those messages that have been sentvery recently, or which have been delayed for a verylong time, risk being dropped. Secondly the ap-plication must have chosen an unreliable protocol(such as UDP) for its communication, and musttherefore be willing to accept lost messages. Anapplication which is not prepared for this wouldinstead choose a reliable protocol, providing se-quenced delivery, in which case its messages willnever be dropped by our algorithm.Finally, we reduce the number of messages sentdue to cyclic GC by combining the propagate andthreshold messages into a single \cycliclive" mes-sage, containing both the propagated stubdates forthe matching space and the timestamp of the lastpropagate message received from that space.3 Related workOur work is greatly inspired by Hughes' algo-rithm [1], with some simpli�cations and enhance-ments to make it easily implementable.Hughes' algorithmHughes' algorithm makes impractical assumptionsabout the environment in which it runs, such asthe availability of a synchronous global time andinstantaneous communication.Furthermore, Hughes' algorithm requires a variablein each space, called \redo", which is the earliestdate which may not have been properly propagatedby a local trace. This variable increases during col-lections, and decreases when receiving a messageto update scion dates. Rana's termination algo-rithm [4] is then used to take a snapshot of all the\redo"s in the system at a given time in order tocompute the minimum value \minredo" of live ref-erence dates. To achieve this, spaces must keep ahistory of all their \redo" values since the latestsnapshot.Finally, Hughes' algorithm does not address fault-tolerance nor the existence of non-participatingspaces.4



Simpli�cations and enhancementsThe idea behind our algorithm was to replaceRana's termination algorithm by a centralised com-putation of localmin. Global time was also re-placed by Lamport's logical clock [2].We initially designed a synchronous algorithm (de-scribed in a forthcoming INRIA Research Report),in which we still had to compute remote redo valuesby comparing new stub dates with old scion dates,before updating localmin.To make this algorithm asynchronous, each stubwas given a memory of its previous date|calledolddate|which enables each space to recogniseprogressing stubs and to compute its redo valueasynchronously at trace time. Using this additionalinformation, propagate messages no longer need tobe synchronous.Finally, to cope with non-participating spacesand fault tolerance, we added a new specialdate UNKNOWN that identi�es scions from non-participating spaces as local roots, therefore mak-ing the safe assumption that they don't belong togarbage cycles.4 ConclusionWe have given an initial presentation of a simplealgorithm that detects cycles of garbage in a dis-tributed reference-based system. Our algorithm isnon-intrusive, since it runs in parallel with mu-tators and garbage collectors. Its overheads arenegligible, requiring three additional timestampsper stub/scion pair, infrequent messages betweenspaces, and the maintenance of a local set whosesize is proportional to the number of connectedspaces and the average number of propagate mes-sages sent before receiving a threshold. Moreoverits implementation is extremely simple, since onlytrivial modi�cations of the marking function of astandard tracing garbage collector are needed toupdate the timestamps on stubs.This algorithm seems to be well adapted to large-scale distributed systems, since it supports non-participating spaces and even failures of participat-ing spaces. Spaces can be organised in dynamically-

evolving clusters and participate with more thanone central site, and even failures of the central sitecan be supported by interleaving clusters or intro-ducing redundant copies of the central site. Thealgorithm is also tolerant to messages being lost,duplicated, or delivered out of order.A formal proof of the safety of the algorithm hasbeen constructed, an outline of which is includedas an appendix to this paper. A prototype imple-mentation, within the Objective-CAML version ofSSP Chains, is already running.Our algorithm is a \work-in-progress" (it was evolv-ing even during the writing of this paper). Furtherprogress will be reported at the workshop.References[1] John Hughes. A distributed garbage collectionalgorithm. In Jean-Pierre Jouannaud, editor,Functional Languages and ComputerArchitectures, number 201 in Lecture Notes inComputer Science, pages 256{272, Nancy(France), September 1985. Springer-Verlag.[2] Leslie Lamport. Time, clocks, and theordering of events in a distributed system.Communications of the ACM, 21(7):558{565,July 1978.[3] David Plainfoss�e and Marc Shapiro. A surveyof distributed garbage collection techniques. InSecond Closed BROADCAST Workshop, pages211{249, Bruxelles (Belgique), November 1994.Broadcast Basic Research Action.[4] S. P. Rana. A distributed solution to thedistributed termination problem. InformationProcessing Letters, 17:43{46, July 1983.[5] Marc Shapiro, Peter Dickman, and DavidPlainfoss�e. SSP chains: Robust, distributedreferences supporting acyclic garbagecollection. Rapport de Recherche 1799,Institut National de Recherche enInformatique et Automatique, Rocquencourt(France), November 1992. http://www-sor.inria.fr/SOR/docs/SSPC rr1799.html.5



A Safety proofNotationnameSk(T ) is the value of name on space Sk at time T . MESSAGESk(Tk)!Sl(Tl) is the message sent bySk at time Tk and received by Sl before Tl.NOW is a special date, which is always replaced by the current time during tracing.HypothesisLet S be the central siteLet S1::n be the participating and non-participating spacesLet Si be one participating spaceLet T 0i , T , T1::n be times such that globalminredoSi(T 0i ) = globalminredoS(T )and globalminredoS(T ) was computed from minredoSk (Tk)Lemma 1Sk and Sl are two participating spaces.If CYCLICLIVESl(T 0l )!Sk is received before Tk, then T 0l � Tl.Proof:MINREDO messages must be acknowledged by the central site before any CYCLICLIVE message is sentduring a local trace. So, MINREDOSl(T 0l )!S has been received by S before CYCLICLIVESl(T 0l )!Sk hasbeen sent. Since CYCLICLIVESl(T 0l )!Sk is received by Sk before Tk � T , MINREDOSl(T 0l )!S is receivedby S before T . But the latest message received from Sl by S before T is MINREDOSl(Tl)!S , so we haveT 0l � Tl.Lemma 2Sk is a participating space and Sl a space.If (stubSl, scionSk) is a pair such that scionSk :date(Tk) < globalminredoS(T ), then:� At time Tl, stubSl is only accessible from scions satisfying:scionSl :date(Tl) < globalminredoS(T )� max(stubSl :date(Tl); stubSl :olddate(Tl)) < globalminredoS(T )Proof:scionSk :date(Tk) < globalminredoS(T )and globalminredoS(T ) � minredoSk (Tk)and minredoSk (Tk) � Tk) scionSk :date(Tk) < Tk) scionSk :date(Tk) 6=NOW 6



Since scionSk :date(Tk) 6=NOW, Sk must have received a message CYCLICLIVESl(T 0l )!Sk from Sl, sentat time T 0l , and received before Tk, which previously set the value of scionSk :date. Therefore, Sl is aparticipating space and, from Lemma 1, T 0l � Tl.Since scionSk :date is an increasing value, and the date sent by CYCLICLIVESl(T 0l )!Sk for stubSl ismax(stubSl :date(T 0l ); stubSl :olddate(T 0l )), we have:max(stubSl :date(T 0l ); stubSl :olddate(T 0l )) � scionSk :date(Tk)) max(stubSl :date(T 0l ); stubSl :olddate(T 0l )) < globalminredoS(T )Now we must prove that, for any time T 00l , T 0l � T 00l � Tl, we have stubSl :date(T 00l ) < globalminredoS(T ):Suppose T 00l , T 0l � T 00l � Tl, is the �rst time such that stubSl :date(T 00l ) � globalminredoS(T ).Then, since stubSl :olddate is the maximum of all previous stubSl :date values (stubSl :olddate mayalso be modi�ed by an application message containing the location of scionSk , but this is not thecase since scionSk :date would have been set to NOW), we have stubSl :olddate(T 00l ) < globalminredoS(T ).) stubSl :olddate(T 00l ) < stubSl :date(T 00l )) protectedSl(Sk; T 00l ) � stubSl :olddate(T 00l )) protectedSl(Sk; T 00l ) < globalminredoS(T )Moreover, stubSl :date(T 00l ) is contained in CYCLICLIVESl(T 00l )!Sk , and greater values are contained insubsequent CYCLICLIVE messages . Since scionSk :date(Tk) < globalminredoS(T ), none of them havebeen received by Sk before Tk.From Lemma 1, at time Tl, only CYCLICLIVESk!Sl messages sent before Tk have been received by Tl.All these messages have a threshold strictly lower than T 00l , since CYCLICLIVESl(T 00l )!Sk and subsequentmessages have not been received by Sk at time Tk.So, at time Tl, protectedSl(Sk; T 00l ) is still in the protectedSl(Tl) set:) minredoSl(Tl) � protectedSl(Sk; T 00l )But protectedSl(Sk; T 00l ) < globalminredoS(T )) minredoSl(Tl) < globalminredoS(T )which is a contradiction since minredoSl(Tl) is used to compute globalminredoS(T ) on the central siteat time T .We have proved that max(stubSl :date(Tl); stubSl :olddate(Tl)) < globalminredoS(T ).From this, at time Tl, stubSl is not reachable from any local roots. It is only reachable from scions whosedate at time Tl is inferior to globalminredoS(T )ProofLet (stubSj , scionSi) be a stub-scion pair such that scionSi :date(T 0i ) < globalminredoSi(T 0i ): We mustprove that it belongs to a garbage cycle before erasing it.As scion:date() is increasing, and Ti < T < T 0i , we have: scionSi :date(Ti) < globalminredoS(T )7



From Lemma 2, we know that stubSj is reachable at time Tj only from scions satisfying the sameproperty at time Tk.This property characterises garbage cycles if and only if, for a stub-scion pair (stubSk , scionSl) in thecycle, no local reference may have been created with scionSl by an application message sent from stubSkat time T 0k before Tk and received by space Sl at time T 0l after time Tl.This event must belong to one of the following two cases: either a CYCLICLIVESk!Sl message sent afterthe application message is received before Tl by Sl, or no CYCLICLIVESk!Sl message sent after theapplication message is received before Tl by Sl.In the �rst case, all application messages received after Tl, but sent before the last CYCLICLIVESk!Slreceived before Tl, will be rejected, since their timestamps are lower than the threshold at time Tl, whichis set to be greater than the timestamps of all CYCLICLIVESk!Sl received before Tl.In the second case, from Lemma 1, at time Tl, all CYCLICLIVESk!Sl messages received were sent be-fore Tk. Since no CYCLICLIVESk!Sl messages sent after the application message have been receivedbefore Tl, the last CYCLICLIVESk!Sl received before Tl was sent before the application message. ThusprotectedSk(Tk) still contains a protected time inferior to stubSk :olddate(T 0k) (to cope with mutatoractivity).) minredoSk(Tk) � stubSk :olddate(T 0k)From Lemma 2, stubSk :olddate(T 0k) < globalminredoS(T )) minredoSk(Tk) < globalminredoS(T )which is a contradiction since minredoSk(Tk) is used to compute globalminredoS(T )So, we have proved that scionSi belongs to a garbage cycle at time T 0i � T and can be safely deleted.
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